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Paint La Lune 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Paint La Lune paints and waxes began with an experiment of different techniques and 

decorations for our redesigned furniture.  As a long user of many furniture paint brands I 
began to experiment with my own mixes and ingredients to make paints and waxes that 
stood out from the rest.  These include shimmer waxes and varnishes, glitter and sequin 
paint and holographic glazes.  

The paints can be used on a wide variety of prepared surfaces, these include natural 
wood, sanded veneer, plywood and MDF.   Base paints of the same colour but glitter free 
can be used to reduce the layers of glitter paint used, therefor allowing more surface 
coverage of the glitter paint.  

Varnishes can be used on prepared wood, natural wood and painted pieces. A soft and 
shimmer texture adds a subtle characteristic to any piece as well as ensuring the item is 
protected. 

 Paint La Lune waxes have a base of natural ingredients including beeswax, similar to the 
varnish these waxes have a subtle colour shimmer and can be used to cover a full project 
or on accent areas to create an elegant distressed look.  These waxes have a harder texture 
than other furniture waxes available because of the natural ingredients, this makes the 
product last longer as only small amounts need to be used.   

Visit our website www.laluneartstudio.com for more information on all our products 
available.  

http://www.laluneartstudio.com


COLOUR SELECTIONS 

Here’s a selection of our available colours for paints, varnishes and waxes. Please refer to 
the colour samples included. 

Varnishes: 
Ice Blue - clear light blue shimmer 
Midas’ Gold - clear gold shimmer  
Moon Dust Silver - clear silver shimmer 
Pink Metal - clear pink/light red shimmer 
Rose Gold - clear rose gold shimmer 

Waxes: 
Ice Blue - light blue pearl wax 
Midas’ Gold - shimmer gold wax 
Moon Dust Silver - silver shimmer wax 
Pink Metal - pink/red shimmer wax 
Rose Gold - rose gold shimmer wax 

Paint  (Glitter): 
Sea Coral - coral, turquoise and orange 
Milky Tea - cream, white and iridescent  
Cosmic Black - black holographic 
Pink Submarine - pink, rose gold and white 
Seafaring Blue - turquoise blue, light green and white 
By The Stars Blue - navy blue, gold and royal blue 
Peach Tea - peach, white and light orange 
Earl Grey - light grey, silver and light blue 
Dark Earl - dark grey and gold 
Lavender Garden - light purple, light pink and white 
Lemon Tea - light yellow, white and yellow.  

Colours to come:  
Kaleidoscope wax and varnish (iridescent) 
Stars In Your Eyes (moon and star sequins in dark blue paint and clear varnish) 



HOW TO APPLY 
Paint- Give the contents of the pot a very thorough shake and stir, continue to do this 
throughout your painting. Lightly sand the surface you intend to paint. Make sure your 
surfaces are clean, dry and free from dust and particulars before applying. If you intend to 
use a base coat apply in thin layers allowing the paint to fully dry before applying the next 
coat. Using a medium synthetic brush, apply a small amount to the end. Do not dip the 
whole brush in the paint as this will reduce the coverage of the paint. Paint on sparingly, 
thin coats are best as this will allow you to determine how thickly you want the glitter on 
your project. Allow the paint to dry fully before applying the next. Between each coat of 
paint gently buff the glitter paint over with a lint free cloth or super fine sandpaper 
(2000-3000 grit) this will reveal the glitter. Make sure the surface is dry and clean before 
applying the next coat. Once the final layer is dry, buff the surface with a lint free cloth or 
super fine sandpaper. Finish with a coat of furniture wax, matte/satin varnish or one of our 
special effect varnishes and waxes! 

Varnish- Ensure your surfaces are dry, clean and free of dust. Give the contents of this pot 
a very good shake and stir for at least 2 minutes. The pigment will separate from the 
varnish and sink to the bottom, this is normal. Once the pigment is evenly distributed into 
the varnish is is ready to use. Keep stirring throughout your application. Using a soft brush 
dip into the varnish, begin with small amounts. Allow each layer to dry fully before 
applying a second coat. Use as many coats as as needed to determine the finish you would 
like.  

Wax- All surfaces should be dry, clean and free of dust. A rougher, porous surface is best 
for the wax as this will allow the wax to sink in and create the desired affect. Using a dry, lint 
free cloth (not a brush) apply the wax is small circular motions working into the surface. 
Leave for 3 hours. Using a clean cloth buff the surface again. The wax will create a matte 
surface in comparison to the finish of the varnish. Use the wax for a slightly distressed, sea 
washed or subtle shimmer look. Apply a second coat of wax again if required, allow to 
cure and then strongly buff again. Do not leave waxed pieces in the sunlight or extreme 
heat. 



Care of you finished pieces- Do not leave finished pieces in direct sunlight or extreme 
temperatures. Use mats or coasters when putting items of the surfaces to protect from 
scratches and rings.  

SAFETY AND DISPOSAL 
Safety- Read the labels before use. Keep out of reach of children and pets. Wear suitable 
protective clothing whilst applying such as overalls, gloves, safety glasses and a mask. 
Contents may cause an allergic reaction, if medical advice is needed take the pot with you. 
Do not swallow, purposely paint your skin or clothes and do not get near your eyes, nose, 
mouth and ears. Use in well ventilated area.  

Disposal- Dispose of the contents of this pot according to your councils guidelines. An 
appropriate way to reduce the waste is to paint small pieces of wood or plywood and turn 
them into funky keyrings! Alternatively, paint onto pieces of newspaper and dispose 
according to you councils guidelines. These pots can be recycled and reused, clean out 
the insides and use to store more paint or other nicknacks that are non-edible and not for 
cosmetic use. 

ECO AND RECYCLING FRIENDLY 
Paint La Lune products are packaged in PET pots and lids. We encourage all users of our 

products to either reuse the pots for non-edible or non-cosmetic uses or to return the pots 
to a supplier or us to reuse. For every pot returned we offer a 5% discount on another Paint 
La Lune product.  

The labels of our products are made of paper and not plastic which means they are 
easily removed and disposed of.  

Use leftover paint to make funky keyrings or accent door handles! 



STORAGE 

Storage- Store in a clean, dry and dark area away from damp and direct sunlight. Do not 
store in extreme temperatures. Use within 2 months of purchase, do not allow continual 
exposure to light, air or water. Ensure the lid is firmly attached and screwed shut between 
uses. 

INGREDIENTS 
Ingredients include: 

Paint- 
Emulsion paint base 
CaCo2 
Glitter 
PVA 
Chalk 

Varnish- 
Acrylic varnish base 
Pigments 

Wax-  
Natural Waxes including beeswax  
Natural Oils including coconut oil 
Pigments
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